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We consider existence and stability properties of bounded solutions to singular 
systems of O.D.E. The method we suggest considers the concept of singular maps 
between scales of Banach spaces and their properties. This theory is then applied 
to obtain existence and transversality of bounded solutions to singular systems 
of O.D.E. cl 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the problem of existence and stability 
properties of bounded solutions to systems of O.D.E. where a small real 
parameter E multiplies the derivatives. Specifically, we will consider a 
system like 
ii =f(L ‘I) + Ehl(4 5, ‘It PL, E) 
Eq = g(t, Cl) + E&t& 5, 9, P, E), 
(1.1) 
where (5, q) E Q c IW + nZ, P E R, g(& 0) = 0, D, g(5, 0) has no eigenvalues 
with zero real parts, and the “degenerate” system 
l=fwv (1.2) 
has a bounded solution u(t) such that the variational system i = A(t)& 
A(t) = D, f(u(t), 0) has an exponential dichotomy on R + and [w _ . If 
u(t) = u”, a constant solution, the above problem is usually solved by 
means of a change of “time-scale” r = t/s and showing then the existence of 
a “center-manifold” where (1.1) becomes a regular perturbation of the 
degenerate system (1.2). However, the existence of a center-manifold is a 
“local” property [3], even though in [S] the author has been able to show 
its existence around a compact set KC Q n (R”’ x { 0} ) when h, and h, do 
not depend on time “t.” Using this result, Szmolyan, in [13], has 
considered, recently, the case where u(t) is a heteroclinic orbit satisfying 
*This work has been performed under the auspices of G.N.F.M.C.N.R. and within the 
activity of the research group “Evolution equations and applications,” M.P.I. Italy. 
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also a “transversality condition.” This last assumption, however, is never 
fulfilled in the situations envisaged by our Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 
(see also the remark at the end of Section 5), for example when u(t) is 
either a homoclinic orbit or heteroclinic with index zero. Furthermore, 
when h, and h2 depend on t and u(t) is not constant, the existence of a 
“global” center-manifold is not guaranteed. The idea of this paper is to 
solve the above problem after rewording it in a Banach space setting, 
following the method given in [2,9]: let C;(R, N) be the space of all 
C’-functions 4: R + RN which are bounded together with their derivatives, 
up to the order r, with the norm II~IIC;,=max,.,.,sup,., lD@‘&t)l. Then 
(1.1) gives rise to a (local) non-linear map F: CL(lR, n,) x CL(R, n2) x lR2 + 
Cz(R, n,) x Cz(R, nz). Moreover, if f, g, h,, h, are sufficiently smooth 
bounded functions, F is smooth. Then, the search for bounded solutions to 
(1.1) corresponds to the search of the fixed points of this non-linear map. 
Unfortunately, if E = 0, F( ., 0) becomes “singular” in the sense that the 
second component of it takes values on CA(R, nz) which is not even a 
closed subspace of Cz(R, n2). As a consequence the derivative D, F(0, 0) is 
not invertible as a map from CA(R,n,)x C~(R, nz) to CE(lR, n,)x 
C@, nz). Hence we have been led to consider a family of linear maps L(E) 
defined on a “discrete scale” of Banach spaces such that L(E)z - F(z, E) is 
(sufficiently) smooth as a map between the scales, and L(E))’ can be 
extended at E = 0 in a sense that will be made clearer in Section 3. 
Let us briefly describe the content of the sections. 
Section 2 contains basic notations and definitions, in particular the 
notion of “singular map between scales of Banach spaces.” Section 3 is 
devoted to the study of some general properties of singular linear systems 
like s?(t) - C(t) y(t) = b(t) (assuming that the homogeneous part has an 
exponential dichotomy) as far as “the solution map” is concerned. 
Section 4 contains the theoretical result about existence and uniqueness 
of the implicit solution to an equation F(z, E) = 0, F being a singular map 
between Banach spaces. The results of these sections will then be used in 
Section 5 to give the main theorem of this paper. It asserts that if both the 
variational system i = D, f(u(t), 0)x and its adjoint have a unique 
(up to a multiplicative constant) solution which is bounded on R, and 
D, g(u(t), 0) is in a suitable block-diagonal form, there exists a Melnikov 
type function M(a) such that the condition M(0) = 0 # M’(0) is sufficient 
to guarantee the existence of a unique bounded solution (((t, E), v](t, E)) to 
( 1.1) “bifurcating from” (u(t), 0), that is, satisfying 
suP{lr(4 E)--U(f)l+ lrl(4 &)I) +07 as ~-0; 
IER 
furthermore, the variational system. of (1.1) along (((t, E), q(t, E)) has an 
exponential dichotomy on the whole line R. 
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Finally, we emphasize the fact that the abstract nature of the theory 
developed in Sections 3 and 4 could be used in connection with other 
applications in the field of singular perturbations. 
2. NOTATIONS 
In this section we summarize notations and terminology that will be 
used throughout the paper. 
X, Y, Z, etc. will be Banach spaces with norms 11 IIx, )I II,,, II II=, etc. If 
there is no danger of confusion, the norm in a Banach space is simply 
denote by /I II. Given two Banach spaces X, Y; 9(X, Y) will denote the 
space of bounded (multi-) linear maps from X to Y. Endowed with the 
norm l/Lll :=sup{ IILxllr: IIxJlx= l}, 9(X, Y) becomes a Banach space. 
Given a linear map L E y(X, Y), NL and %?L will denote the nullspace and 
the range of L, respectively. Given an open subset Q of a Banach space X, 
Cr(Q, Y) will be the space of all Y-valued C’-functions defined on Q. 
If Y= R”, C’,(Q, n) is the Banach space of all IV-valued bounded 
C’-functions defined on Q with the norm Il&c;= maxOGkGr suptaR Id’k’(t)j. 
To simplify matters C’,([w, n) will also be denoted by C; if it is clear in 
which space the maps take values. 
We will say that F: X + Y is locally C’ around x0 E X if there exists an 
open subset 52 c X, such that X’E 52 and FE C’(Q, Y). We will say that F 
is a local C’-map if it is locally C’ around some point. 
Given the Banach spaces Xi, . . . . X,,, Y, and a local C’-map F: X, x ... x 
X, -+ Y, D,F(x,, . . . . x,) will denote the (partial) derivative of F with respect 
to the jth argument. If r >, 2, the notation DiDjF(x,, . . . . x,,) has meaning 
too. A local C’-map F: Xx Z + Y around (0,O) is said to be “singular” at 
z = 0 if F( ., 0): X -+ Y is a C’-function taking values in a proper subspace 
Y, c Y. Let X, be a Banach space with norm II /I,. A “scale” of Banach 
spaces is a finite family of vector subspaces X,, , c X, c . . . c X, such that, 
for any j= 1, . . . . r + 1, there exists a norm II Iii in X, such that, endowed 
with this norm, X, becomes a Banach space and moreover II Iii < (I Iii+, for 
any j = 1, . . . . r. 
Scales of Banach spaces have been used in a different connection by 
several authors (see for example [12, 141). 
3. PROPERTIES OF SINGULAR LINEAR SYSTEMS 
In this section we consider the following linear first order system where 
a small real parameter E multiplies the derivatives 
E); - C(t) y = 4(t), & E (0, EO), &O > 0, y E EP; (3.1) 
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where we assume: 
(Hl) C(t), C(t)~‘~C~+l(IW,n,xn,); tC’(t)~C$Qz,xn,); 
(H2) for any 8 E R, the real parts of the eigenvalues of C(0) satisfy 
(Re A(e)I 2 6, > 6 > 0. 
From (H2) it follows, in particular (see [4, Proposition 1, p. SO]) that, for 
E sufficiently small, the system 
y’ = C(u) y (’ = d/dz) (3.2) 
has an exponential dichotomy on (w with constants K, 6 independent of E. 
This means that there exists a family of projections P(E): IV2 + IY2, which 
can be supposed to have the same nullspace and of class Cl+’ with respect 
to E [ 10, Proposition 2.31, such that, if t(r, E) is the fundamental matrix 
of (3.2) satisfying y(O, E) = I, the identity matrix, the following holds: 
IIF P(E) F(((T, E)-‘I( $Kep6”pu), adz 
11 F(T, &)[I -P(E)] Y((a, &)-‘I[ < Kep6’“-T), 
(3.3) 
T < 0. 
We will also assume that 
(H3) C(ET) and P(E) commute, i.e., C(EZ) P(E) = P(E) C(ET). 
From (H3) it follows that y(r, E) P(E) = P(E) y(r, E) in fact both satisfy the 
matrix equation: 
i = C(&T)Z 
z(0) = P(E). 
Remark. Hypothesis (H3) is satisfied if C(0) is in block-diagonal form 
c(e)= o 
[ 
C,(O) 0 1 c,(e) ’ 
where the eigenvalues A(0) of C,(e) (resp. C,(e)) satisfy Re A(e)< 
-6, < -6 < 0 (resp. Re A(e) > & > 6 > 0), for any 8 E Iw. In fact in this case 
it follows from [4, Prop. 1, p. SO] that one can choose P(E) = [A z], 
I being the identity matrix of the same order as C,(e). In particular (H3) 
is satisfied if C(0) = C, a constant matrix. In fact in this case there exists an 
invertible matrix S such that 
c, 0 s-‘cs= o cz [ 1 
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and the eigenvalues of C, (resp. C,) have strictly negative (resp. positive) 
real parts. Then, setting P = S[ A 81 S- ’ we have P2 = P and CP = PC. We 
will write: P,(r, Q, E) = F(r, E) P(E) P(a, E))’ = y(r, E) &(a, s))i P(E) and 
P-(7,6, &)= Y(T, &)[ll- P(E)] B(a, E)-’ = F(q F) F(cr, E)-’ [O-P(&)]. 
The main objective, here, is to obtain properties of the “solution map” 
4 F+ y(t, 4, E), y( t, 4, E) being “the bounded solution” to (3.1). Such a 
solution exists and is unique owing to the exponential dichotomy property 
c41. 
Let J, = [0, E,,), j, = (0, Q,), and consider the map L: JO + 2’(CL, Cz) 
given by: 
CL(&).?Jl(f) = Q(t) - C(t) y(t). 
We have the following 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (Hl)-(H3). Then L: 3, -+ JZ’(CL, Cz) is C” and, 
for any EE.fO, L(c): Cb + Ci is an isomorphism with bounded inverse 
L(E)-‘. Moreover L~1:JO+2?(C~, CL), L-‘:EHL(E)~’ is C” and 
and 
llL-‘(&)ll = O(1) as a map L-l: JO--+ 6p(Cz, CE) (3.4) 
llL-‘(E)ll = O(E-‘) as a map L-l: .7,+ Lf(Cz, Ck). (3.5) 
ProoJ The fact that L: j, + 2’( CL, Cz) is Coo is obvious since L 
depends linearly on E (see also [S] ). Now, let r = t/c, y’ = dy/dz. The 
equation L(E) y = 0 reads, in r-time, 
y’ = C(&T) y; 
SO, a fundamental matrix of the equation L(E) y(t) = 0 is Y(t, E) = y(t/E, a) 
and, using (3.3), one gets 
11 Y( t, E) P(E) Y(s, E) ~ ’ II < Ke -(W&N ~ ‘), s<t 
11 Y(t, &)[I -P(E)] Y(s, &)-‘[I < Ke-(6/“)(s-‘r), 
(3.6) 
t < s; 
that is, the system 
Ej-C(t)y=O (3.7) 
has an exponential dichotomy on R with constants K, B/E; K, 6 inde- 
pendent of E. In particular L(E): Ck(lR, n2) + Ci(lR, n2) is an isomorphism 
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with bounded inverse L(E))’ [4]. If 4 E Cz(R, nz) it is easy to see that the 
(unique) bounded solution y(t, 4, E) to (3.1) is given by 
where Y+ (t, s, E) = Fk (t/E, S/E, E). For any 4 E C’i we have then 
(Ml = 11c41 c$ 
llL(~)-‘&~=~~P Ic~(~)-‘~l(~)l rcu! 
0 
, 
d sup Ke-(6/&)(I-S) M ds+ s 
O” 
I Ke- 
(d/E)(S-l) &J & 
tsIW -02 E E 
and, moreover, 
ME I&! being an upper bound for the absolute value of C(t), C(t) -I, and 
their derivatives. In particular one obtains (3.4) and (3.5). To conclude the 
proof one has to show the smoothness of L-l: EI+ L(E)-’ EP’(C~, Ci). 
Let w(t) = Y+ (t, S, E + h) - Y, (t, s, E). Then w(t) is a bounded solution on 
[s, +co) to 
Ek(f)=C(f)W(t)--& c(t) y+(f,s,E+h) 
P(E) w(s) = 0 
and hence, from [ 10, Lemma 2.11 one obtains 
iY+(r,S,&+h)-Y+(f,s,E)16~Mp~(‘“)I’-’), t2.s 
where ()<a<6 and I%?= 2K2M6-‘. In the same way, one sees that 
14 - -(I/&K-r) IY-(t,s,~+h)-Y-(t,s,~)l~~+hMe , s>t 
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and then (for h sufficiently small) 
IIC~-‘(~+~)-~~‘(~)l~llc~ 
I&)1 (2&j+~)~&“““‘-” Eds 
(2&j+ K) e(a/&)(r-.d 9 s} 
or llLP’(~+h)-L-‘(E)ll h, re(c~ c;j = 0( l/11). Now, from the identities 
E ; CL-‘(EMl(t) = c(t)[L-‘(~Ml(t) +4(t) (3.9)a 
(&+A); [L~‘(E+h)~](t)=C(f)[L-l(E+h)~](t)+~(t) (3.9), 
follows 
$ CL~‘(E+h)~(t)-L~‘(&)~(t)l 
=z {[Lp’(~+h)--Lp’(~)] 4(t)} 
-& {ctt)L~‘(E)~tt)+~tr)} (3.10) 
and then 
or 
ll~~‘~~+~~-~~‘~~~ll,~c~,,~,=~~l~o 
and LP1:~,--2’(C~, Ck) is continuous. 
Now, let us show that L-I is C ‘. From [lo] we know that the 
derivatives with respect o E of 8, (7, D, E), FP (5, 6, E) satisfy: 
ID, F+(z, CT, &)I <ICC”(‘-“‘, a<t (3.11)a 
l&Y-(t, CJ, &)I <Ke?‘“-“, t < 0. (3.11h 
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We will see in Appendix A that the same estimates hold for 
Z+(t, 0, E) = rC(sr) F+(T, G, E) - oB+(r, e, E) C(ea) and Z_(z, 0, E) = 
tC(&r) y-(r, r~, E) - OF-(r, e, E) C(M). So, using the identity Y,(t, s, E) = 
y* (t/s, S/E, E), we obtain (R may depend on E) 
ID3Y+(f, s, &)I <ke~(a’c)(‘~s), s,<t 
ID,Y_(t, s, &)I <~e-(a’E’(5~‘), t d s. 
In particular. we see that (3.8) can be derived under the integral sign. This 
derivative defines a linear map Cz- Cz, dt-+ (a/&) Lp’(c)$(t). Then, 
taking the derivative of 
with respect to E, one obtains 
; L-‘(E) qi(t) -; Lp’(&)4(t) 
I 
(3.12) 
and hence q51+ (~T/~E)(L~‘(E) d(t) is a linear map from Cz to Cj,. 
We now show that this map is in fact the derivative of L-l(&). Let 
w(t) = Y+ (t, s, E + h) - Y+ (t, s, E) - D, Y, (t, s, .s)h. Then w(t) is a bounded 
solution to 
h 
&G(f) = C(t) w(r) + C(t) ~ 
E(E + h) 
x(CY+(t,s,~)--+(t,s,~+h)l~+Y+(t,s,~)h} 
w(s) = 0 
and then, a further application of Lemma 2.1 in [lo] shows that 
~Y+(t,s,~+h)-Y+(t,s,~)-D~Y+(t,s,~)h~=O(~hl~)e-(~‘~)(~-~), s<t 
and, similarly 
IY-(t,s,~+h)-Y_(t,s,~)-D~Y~(t,s,~)hl=O(lhl~)e-(~“)(~-‘~, t < s. 
A method, similar to then one used to show continuity, works to show that 
II 
L-1(~+h)q5(t)-L-1(~)q5(r)-h; Lp’(c)d(t) 
I/ 4 
= O(lhl*) IldWllc~ 
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and hence L-‘(E) is differentiable as a map L-‘: j,+ Y(Cz, Ci). From 
(3.9) and (3.12) we obtain 
=& Lp’(~+h)~(t)-Lp’(~)~(t)-h i C’(~)f$(t) 1 
-Ep2(&+h)-‘h2[C(t)~p’(&)~+~] (3.13) 
SO 
or LP’: j, + Y(Cz, CL) is differentiable. Finally, [(d/de) L-‘(E)] d(t) 
being a bounded solution to (3.12) implies 
; L-‘(E)= --Lp’(E)+‘(E) (3.14) 
and hence Lp’: j, -+ .Z(Cx, CA) is C’. Using the induction and (3.14) one 
obtains then that Lp’(.)E Cm(jo, P’(Cz, CL)). 
From (3.5) it follows that L ~ ’ cannot be extended to a C’+ ‘-family of 
bounded maps from J,, to 6p(Cz, CA); that is, there is not k’: Jo-+ 
S?(CE, Cj,) which is C’+’ and such that L # - ’ ,j, = L- ‘. In fact, if so, we 
should have: 
llL-‘(E)li y(cy1.c;)~ II~~‘~~~-~~‘~~~II~(c~,c~)+ ll~~‘Kwy,~,c~)= O(l). 
Although (3.4) might suggest hat this should be possible if we consider 
L-’ as a map from j, to P’(Cz, Ci), we will consider Lp’: jo+ 
s?(C;+k, CE), k>O, rn> 1. To be more precise, let L;‘: Cg + Ct be 
defined by L;‘cj(r) = -C(t))‘#(t), and define H: Jo + Y(CL, Cz) by 
if E#o 
if E = 0. 
(3.15) 
Observe that, for any q5~Ci, Lp’(.c)qi~C~cC~, and L;‘~EC~CC~. 
Now, consider the function (d/d){ C(r)-’ d(r)} E Ci; we have, integrating 
by parts: 
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=P(&)C(t)-‘&t)+[U-Z’(E)] C(t)-‘)(t)+f’ Y+(t,s,~)Fds 
-00 
-j- Yp(t,s,&$ds=[H(&)-H(O)]#(t). (3.16) 
f 
Here we have used (3.8) and the fact that (a/&) Y+(t, s, E) = 
-E- ’ Y+ (t, S, E) C(s). In particular 
$ c(t)-’ d(t) 
or ~[H(E) - H(O)11 = O(E) as a map from Ci to Cz. 
We have then seen that H: JO + 2’(CA, Cz) is continuous. Moreover 
from (3.16) it follows also that 
Cff(~)-ffH(O)l 4(t)=ELp1(E) $ CC(t)p’ WI} (3.17) 
and hence: 
;pi f [H(E)- H(O)1 d(t)/ Q sup 1 C(t) L-i(s) {; CC(t))’ 1(N) IER 
+ $ CC(t)-’ d(t)1 d f@ II411 CA. 
Using the induction one can then prove that the family of maps 
H(E) : C: + Ct, ka0, is uniformly bounded with respect to EELS. More 
generally one has the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. With the above notations and hypotheses, the map 
H: Jo+ L?(C;+~, Ci) defined in (3.15) has the following properties: 
(i) H,j,:j,+9(Cz, Ci+‘) is C”, for any k=O,...,r; 
(ii) let Hcm)(&): Cy+k + Ct be the mth derivative D’“‘H(z) evaluated 
at E E jO; then, for any m 2 0, Hem): E H Hcm)(~) is a family of linear maps 
bounded u;iformly with respect to E; 
(iii) H: JO+P’(CT+k, C:) is Cm-‘, for any ma 1, k>O, m+k< 
r+ 1. 
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Proof: From Theorem 3.1 we know that (i) is true for k = 0. Let k > 0, 
q5~ Ct. From 11 II+ 11 IIc; and L-‘(.)E C”(j,, Y(Ct, Ck) we get that 
Lp’:.7,4z(C i, CL) is continuous. Moreover L-‘(e)cj~ C:+l. Suppose 
we have shown that L-‘: j. + U(Ct, C;C) is continuous. Then from (3.10) 
one obtains 
and hence L-‘:j,+Y(C~, Cr”) is continuous. Similarly, using (3.12) 
and (3.13) instead of (3.10) and the same method as above, one sees that 
Lp’1 J,+Jzyc;, ci+’ ) is C’. From (3.14) it follows that it is in fact C”. 
Furthermore, we know that (ii) holds for m = 0. So, let y(t, 4, E) = 
H(E) d(t). We know that y(t, 4, E) is C’+ ‘, for E # 0, and Dyy(t, q5, E) is 
bounded for any m Q r + 1. Furthermore: 
E f At, 4, c)= C(f) y(4 4, &)+4(t). (3.18) 
Taking the derivatives of (3.18) with respect o E one sees that Dyy(t, 4, E) 
is a bounded solution to 
bearing in mind the definition of H(E), this reads: 
H@)(.s) d(t) =-mH(e) , m 2 1, H’O’(&)qS = H(s)fj. (3.19) 
Hence, using the induction on m, one obtains, for any 4 E Cr + k: 
IIH’“Y~)411C; = m WE) 
I { 
$ CH(m-l)(~) 4(t)] 
ill c: 
< c, I/ -$ Cff’“- L’(&) 4(t)] 11 4 
dC2 II~‘“~“(&)~(~)ll~~+~~Zi ll&t)ll,;+m 
and then (ii) holds for m 2 0. 
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Finally, (iii) holds for k = 0, m = 1; from CT c CA and II II ,-;: > II II c; we 
obtain that H: J,, + Y(CT, Cx) is continuous for any m 2 1; moreover, if 
ma2, one has: 
-$ [H(E)--H(O)1 O(t)=; {jr, Y, (t, s, ~1 ; CC(s)-’ &)I ds 
-jm Y-t& s, E) $ CC(s)-’ #(s)l ds I 
= C(t) H(E) f CC(t)-’ 4(N) +$ CC(t)-’ i(t)1 
= -C(f)Cff(~) - H(O)] 
so 
and hence H: .I,, + U( C’i, Ci) is continuous. Assume, by the induction, that 
H:J,4?(C~,C~-‘) is continuous. Then HE C”(Jo, Y(Ct+‘, Ct-‘)) 
and one has, for q5 E Ci+‘, 
C(~)CH(E) - H(O)1 f CfW) d(t)1 
G fi [H(E) - H(O)1 f H(O) 4(t)] 
II 1 Ill 
Ct~, 
b 
GO(E) 1 CH(O)4(t)l 
II I/ c: 
GO(E) IMllc;+G 
so that HE C”(Jo, Y(Ct+‘, Cz)). Let us define 
H(“)(O) 4(t) = -mH(O) m 2 1, H(‘)(O)q5 := H(O)& 
(3.20) 
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To conclude the proof it is sufficient o show that, for m > 1, the following 
hold : 
IIH (m-1)(~)- H(m--)(0)-~H(m)(O)ll~~C~+m+~,C~)= O(E* , (3.21), 
llH’“‘(z) - H’“‘(O)ll L+?(C;+m+‘, C*) - k -O(E). (3.21), 
To simplify reading the paper, the proof of (3.21) is given in Appendix B. 
Remark. The above analysis has shown that H: Jo + 2’( CT+k, Ct) has 
right-derivatives, up to the order m - 1, at E = 0. If E E ( -E,,, 0] one can 
repeat the previous arguments to obtain that H: (-Q,, 0] -+ 5?(Cr+k, Ct) 
has left-derivatives, up to the order m - 1 at E = 0 and left and right 
derivatives are the same. The only difference in this case is that one has to 
“reverse” time or else to change the projection in the definition (3.8) of 
L-‘(E). One can reword all this by saying that Theorem 3.2 holds even if 
J,, Jo are replaced by I= ( -eO, eO) and I^= Z\(O). We will use this remark 
in the next section. 
4. AN IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM FOR SINGULAR MAPS 
The main aim of this section is to prove an Implicit Function Theorem 
for local C’+ ’ -maps which are singular at E = 0. First of all we show the 
following 
LEMMA 4.1. Let W be a compact ball in [Wd, d2 1, I=(---E_~, Q,)C R 
(EO>O), f=I\{O}, and assume q5 E C”(W x I, X) n C’(W x I, X). Let 
qY( ‘, .) denote the (global) derivative of q5 with respect o (a, E). If there exists 
a continuous map L E C”(W, 2’([Wd x [w, X)) such that Ilf(a, E) - L(a)11 + 0, 
as E +O, uniformly with respect to a, then 1+4 E C’(W x I, X) and 
Ql’(a, 0) = L(a). 
Proof. Let 5 E 9(X, W) be any fixed, bounded linear functional with 
lltll = 1, hE Rd, k~lR and define II/:R+R (locally) by: @(t)=to 
{#(a+ th, tk)-d(a, 0)- tL(a)(i)}. Then II/EC’(R, R)n C’(R\{O}, W); 
moreover Ii/(O) = 0 and I+‘(t)\ = 15 0 [#‘(a + th, tk) - L(a)](t)1 < 
{IIqY(a+th, tk)-L(a+th)Il+IJL(a+th)-L(a)ll}(llhll+Ikl)+O, as ItI 40. 
From Darboux’ Theorem (or else de L’Hopital) it follows that 
I,$ E C’(R, IR) and $‘(O) = 0. A s a consequence t;0 $ is Gateaux differentiable 
in 9V x Z with continuous Gateaux derivative t; o L(a). From [ 1 l] it 
follows, then, that 5 0 4 is Frechet differentiable and (< 0 4)’ (a, 0) = 5 0 L(a) 
or 
I [ 
50 4(a+&E)-qYa,O)-L(a) = 414 + I4), (4.1) 
505/100/1-5 
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for any <E 9(X, R), 11511 = . From the Hahn-Banach theorem, it follows 
that one can choose {E 9(X, R), ll<ll = 1, such that II&cz + 6, E) - q5(a, 0) - 
L(a)(f)ll = 4 0 [&a + S, E) - #(cr, 0) - L(tx)(f)]. The conclusion follows from 
(4.1) 
We will also need the following result: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let % c X be an open subset of a Banach space, W a 
compact ball in Rd, i=(--E,,, E~)\{O}, and let M:%xWxf-+% be a 
C ‘-map satisfying 
(pl) (~D,M(x,cl,~)~~~a~l,forany(x,u,~)~~x”Wx~; 
(~2) there exists x0 E C”(W, a) such that IIM(x”(a), cc, E) - x”(a)ll 
-+ 0 as E --f 0, untformly with respect to cc. 
Then, there is E> 0 such that, for JE( < E, E # 0, M has a unique fixed point 
- - 
f(cr, E) which is C’ as a map from W x (-E, E)\(O) to % and moreover 
X(a, E) = 
44 E) if &#O 
x0(a) lj” E=O 
is continuous as a map from W x (-E, E) to a. 
Proof The existence of .?-(a, E) and its smoothness for E # 0 follow from 
the Uniform Contraction Principle. We only need to show continuity at 
(ao, 0), a0 E W. We have 
IMa, &I- x”(ao)ll = IbW(a, ~1, ~1, E) - x”(ao)ll 
G llM(4~, E), a, &I- Wx”(4 a, &Ill 
+ IkW”(~oh a, E)- M(x”(a), a, &)I1 
+ IIM(x”(a), a, E) - x”(cr)ll + lb”(a) - x”(cro)ll 
d a Il~(4 &I - x”(~,)ll + a Ilx”(ao) - x”(a)ll 
+ IIM(x”(a), m, 6) - x”(a)ll + b’(a) - xO(ao)ll 
and hence 
Il3k &I - x”(a)ll 
G (1 - a)-’ { IIM(x’(a), a, E) - x”(a)ll + 2 Ilx”(a) - xO(ao)ll } --* 0, 
as (cl--fxol + 1.~1 -+O. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section: 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let x,~>X,x ... xX~=IX,+~, Yo3 Ylx ... 1 Y,x 
Y r+ 1 be two “discrete scales” of Banach spaces, I, = ( -Q,, Q), and W a 
compact ball in 5% Assume that 
(i) F(X,CGE) E n;;: C ‘+‘-k(~,X”WX~~,Yk)r IIDl~(X,a,E)Il~p(x~,v~) 
+ 0, as llxllk + IEI + 0, F(0, x,0) = 0; 
(ii) there exists a C’+ ‘-family of linear maps L: I, + 9(X,, Y,) such 
that, for k = 1, . . . . r+ 1, we have: for E#O, L(E): X, + Ykp, is a linear 
isomorphism which is C’+ ’ ~ k with respect to E and its inverse L(E))’ defines 
a map L-‘: E+L(E)-’ such that L~‘EC’+‘~~(~~,~~(Y~~,,X~)) and 
[IL-‘(E)li 2c ykm,, xkJ is bounded untformly with respect to E; for E = 0, 
L(0): X, -+ Y, is a linear isomorphism with bounded inverse L(O))‘; 
(iii) setting 
H(E) = 
L(E)-‘, E#O 
L(O) - l, &=O 
then HEC”~‘(Z,,, y(Y,+k, Xk)) for k= 1, . . . . r and m= 1, . . . . r-k+ 1; 
moreover, for any E # 0, k = 1, . . . . r, and m = 0, . . . . r-k + 1, the mth 
derivative of H with respect to E, say H@‘)(E), exists as a map 
H@)(E): Y,,, -+ X, and is bounded, uniformly with respect to E. 
- - 
Then there exist I=(-&,&) and a unique map ~.EC’+~~~(WX~,X~), 
(I^= Z\(O)), such that L(E) i(cr, E) = p(a(a, E), a, E). Moreover the function 
x:WxZ+X,_, definedby 
E#O 
E=O 
(4.2) 
is Ck for any k = 0, . . . . r - 1. Finally, for any E # 0 and a E W, we also have: 
x[L(E)--D,@(Ct, E), a, E)] = (0). 
Proof Let i, = I,\ (0) and define G:Xkxwxf@-+Xk, l<k<r, by 
G(x, a, .z) = H(.z)p(x, a, E). From (i), (ii) we get GE C’+‘-‘(Xk x W x IO,, Xk) 
(observe that FE C’+lpk(Xk X w x i,, Yk) and 11 Ilk 3 11 Ilk-,); moreover 
(again from (i), (ii)) 
and 
llD,G(x, a, e)llk< C llD,~(x, a, ~)llk+O, as /Ixllk + 1El + 0. (4.4) 
(Here and in the sequel II II k denotes both the norms in Xk, Y,, 2(X,, Yk), 
9(X,, X,); however, its meaning will be clear from the context.) 
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From (4.4) follows the existence of p > 0 and E> 0 such that for 
(I~l(~<p, IEI<E, EZO, we have IID,G(x,GI,E)~~~<u<~. Let I=(-E,E), 
i= Z\ (0). From the Uniform Contraction Principle we get the existence of 
a unique C’+rpk-map ik: $V xi -+ X, such that .?,(a, E) = G(i,(Ct, E), Ct, E) = 
H(E) F(?k(x, &), @, &), or: 
L(&) f,(a, &) = &?E-,(& &), tl, &). (4.5) 
From the uniqueness of ik(& E) and X, c X,-, ... X, c X, we obtain 
ik(a, &) =i(a, &) for any k= 1, . . . . r. The existence of a(a, E) and its 
properties, for E #O, are then shown. To conclude the proof we have to 
study the smoothness of the map X,: YV” x I + Xrpk defined by (4.2). 
First, remark that G: X,x V x I-+ X, satisfies the properties of 
Lemma 4.2 (with X, replacing X). Only (~2) needs a proof. We have 
G llC~~~~--H(~~lIIre(r,+,,x,) Ilm4 % E)llr+l 
+ lI~(O)II~(,,,,,, Ilm a, &I 40, a, O)lll.-0, 
as IsI +O 
(uniformly with respect to c(, since %‘” is compact). From Lemma 4.2 it 
follows, then, that X E C”(w x Z, X,). If r = 1 the proof is complete. So, 
assume r > 1 and use induction on k = 1, . . . . r - 1. We have already seen 
that %e C’(-w^ x Z, X,). So assume we have shown that 
XE cyw x z, X,_,), for any m = 0, . . . . k - 1 d r - 2. (4.6) 
From the above part we know that the kth derivative of a(cl, E) with 
respect to (~1, E), fck)(a, E), belongs to C’(YV x 1, z(R2k, X,-k)). We will 
use Lemma 4.2 to show that ick’(~, E) can be extended to a continuous 
function from w x Z to Y( RZk, X, _ k); this extended function, with E = 0, 
is in fact the derivative of ick- ‘) (~1, E) because of Lemma 4.1; then 
xe ck(w x f, xrek). Let 
g,(a, &I:= D, W(u, ~1, (a, ~1) (4.7) 
h,(a, E) := D,G(i(a, E), (a, E)). (4.8) 
From 
iE C”V(W x f, x,-,) and GE Cm+‘(Xr-, XWXi,X,~,) (4.9) 
it follows easily that ZZ,EC~(VX& Y(lR*, X,+,)), for any m=O,...,r- 1 
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and g,(a,E)EC’(WxI, =Y(3’(R2k,Xr-k), Y(R2k,Xr-k)). Moreover, 
taking the kth derivative of the identity f(a, E) = G(a(a, E), (a, E)) we obtain 
that i@)(a, E) satisfies the equation 
$“(a, E) = g,(a, 6) .?@‘(a, E) + h,(a, E), (4.10) 
whereh,(.,.)=~‘k)(.,.)-gl(.,.)~(k)(.,.)EC’(~xj,~(lW2k,Xr-k)) owing 
to (4.9). Moreover, it is easy to see (using induction) that, for k> 2, 
hk(a,&) has the fOllOWiIIg KpreSentatiOn: 
k-l 
hk(% &) = 1 c,g(lm)(a, E)iZ(k-m)(a, &)+h(IkP1)(a, E). (4.11) 
m=l 
Now, define a map G,: Y(RZk, X,-,)x W x I+ Y(RZk, X,-,) by: 
From the above remarks, we get Gk E C1(Y(R2k, x,-k) x w x 1, 
y(RZk, x,-k)) and, moreover, lWIGk(~, (a, ~))~~~~W~,X,-t~~ lPIWi-(a, ~1, 
(a, ~))ll,+~<a< 1 (since Ila(a, &)ll,-k<P)+ Hence Gk satisfies (pl) of 
Lemma 4.2. 
Let us show that Gk satisfies (~2) of Lemma 4.2. This is a consequence 
of the following proposition whose proof is given in Appendix C: 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Zf XE Cm(W x Z, X7-,), for any m = 0, . . . . k - 1, then 
there exist pk E C”( W x 1, L?( [W2k, x, ~ k)) such that 
h(% E)- pktay &)/I pP(R2k, xrmk) + 0, as E--b0 (4.12) 
(uniformly with respect to a E W). 
Assuming the statement of Proposition 4.4 is true, define x”,(a) = pk(a, 0) E 
C”(W, dp(RZk, x,-k)); we have then (II II stands for I( lI~~w~~,X,-lj) 
IIGk(X:(a), (4 &I)--3CoII G IP,W(a, &I, (a, &))ll,-k bktay ONI 
+ IMa, &I - pkca9 ENI 
+ bkta? El - pkta? O)ll + O? as e-+0 
(uniformly with respect to aE W) owing to (ID,G(Z(a, E), (a, ~))ll,-~< 
CI(Dl~(~(a,&),(a,&))((,_k~O as E-0, owing to [lff(a,&)(I+O, as &+O. 
To conclude the proof we have to show that [L(E) -D,F(i(a, E), 
(a, E))]x =0 only if x=0. The equation [L(E)- D,F(Z(a, E), (a, &))]x=O 
is equivalent to [O, - D, G(Z(a, E), (a, E))] x = 0, whose solution is only 
x=0 since llDlG(2(a, E), (a, &))llk<u< 1. 
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Remark. Theorem 4.3 holds also if CI E IWd is a multiparameter. We 
considered a E Iw for sake of simplicity and because that is all we need. 
5. BOUNDED SOLUTIONS TO SINGULAR SYSTEMS 
In this section we apply the above theory to obtain results concerning 
the existence of bounded solutions to singular systems of ordinary 
differential equations like 
(5.1) 
wheref; g, h,, h, are CL+’ -functions, r > 3, t E [w, E E ( -Ed, Ed), (5, r]) E 52 c 
lR”1+n2, 52 an open set. We assume the following: 
(a) d5, v)=O-v=O; 
(b) the “degenerate system” 
t=f(w (5.2) 
has a (non-constant) bounded solution u(~)E C;“(W, n,) such that 
{(u(t), 0) : t E IFI} c P x (0) c Q, and the variational system 
t=AW, A(t) := D1 .f(u(tL 0) (5.3) 
has an exponential dichotomy [4] on both 17% + and [w _ . Moreover, ti( t) is 
the unique (up to a multiplicative constant) bounded solution to (5.3) and 
the adjoint system (* denotes transposition) 
Ij= -A(t)* 5 (5.4) 
has a unique (up to a multiplicative constant) bounded solution, say $(t); 
(c) C(t) := D, g(u(t), 0) = diag[C,(t) C,(t)], and the real parts of 
the eigenvalues n(t) of C,(t) (resp. C,(t)) satisfy Re J(t) < -28 < 0 (resp. 
Re n(t) > 28 > 0) for any t E I& 
Remark that G(t), being a bounded solution to the variational system (5.3), 
is bounded above, in absolute value, by a function like Kesi”. Also, taking 
the derivatives of (5.3) with respect to “t” we see that the same holds for 
the derivatives of zi(t). This fact and (c) imply that (Hl ), (H2), and (H3) 
of Section 3 are satisfied by C(r). 
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Let B(t) = D2f(u(f), 0) and let M: R + R be the map detined (locally) 
by: 
M(a)=/a 1CI*(f){hl( + t a,u(t),O,O)-lqt)C(t)-‘h,(t+a,u(t),O,O))dt. 
--iu 
(5.5) 
We will prove the following 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume (a), (b), (c), and that M(O)=0 #M’(O). Then, 
there exists F~ > 0 such that for E E I,, = ( -Q,, Ed), E # 0, the system (5.1) has 
a unique solution (t( t, E), r](t, E)) which is C’~ 2 with respect to E, bounded 
together with its derivatives (respect o E), and satisfies: 
SuP(\t(t, E)--(t)\ + bi'(t> 6))) -'o, as E--,0. (5.6) 
IEK! 
Moreover the variationaf system of (5.1) along (((4 E), v( t, E)) has an 
exponential dichotomy on R. 
Proof: Without loss of generality we can look for a solution of (5.1) 
satisfying also the condition { <(c(, E) - u(O)} * zi(0) = 0 (for some a E R). 
Setting x(t) = <(t + a) - u(t), y(t) = v(t + LX), we can then look for bounded 
solutions to 
(5.7) 
with the “anchor” condition x(O)* ti(0) = 0, where: f(t, x, JJ) =f(x + u(t), y) 
-f(u(t), 01, at, 4 Y) = g(x + 4th Y). 
Let P: CL(lR, n,) + CL(lR, n,) be the projection (Px)(t) = bx(O)* ti(0) ti(t), 
b-’ = G(O)* G(O). The anchor condition reads x(t)c NP. So, define 
Xk=JITPxC~(R,n2). Let L,:&‘P-+C~(R,n,) be the map (L,x)(t)= 
a?(t)-A(t)x(t) and choose the projection Q: CE(R, n,) + C,“(R, nl) such 
that (0 -Q) d(t) = b, f?m J/(t)* 4(t) dt $(t) (here b, is chosen in such a 
way that (0 - Q) becomes a projection). It is known that A!Q = SI?L,, [9]. 
Then define Y, =BQ x C,k(R, n,), LZ(e): C:(lR, nz) -+ C:-‘(R, n2) by 
Lz(E) v(t) =&.9(t) - C(t) y(t), and 
L(E) x= 0 I 
Q{L,x-N~)Y} 
Y Lb) Y 1 
and, finally, F: X, x w x I, + Y, (here w is a compact neighborhood of 
OER): 
P((;Jw)=[ 
Q{3(t,x,y)+Eh~(t+a,x+u(f),y,~)--A(f)x--B(f)y} 
g(t,x,y)+Eh2(t+a,x+u(t),y, )-C(t)y 1 ’ 
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We want to verify that P and L(E) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3. 
From [S] it follows that F’E Cr+‘+k (xk X w X Z,, Yk) and it is easy to See 
that F( (i), CI, 0) = 0. Furthermore, from f, g E C’+ ’ -k(Xk, Y,) it follows 
that llDrf(X(t)+U(t), J’(t))-A(t)I as lt(“,)llk+O, for any k= 1, . . . . r, 
and the same holds for liD2f(x(t) + u(t), y(t)) - B(t)I(,, (ID, g(x(t) + 
u(t), y(f))-C(f)llk, liDI &(~)+u(t)y .dt))ilk. Hence IIDIF((“,h &&)lik+o 
as (/I X,)1/, + IsI ) + 0 uniformly with respect to c( E w, ‘?V being compact. 
Then P satisfies (i) of Theorem 4.3. Now consider L(E). We can write it in 
a matrix form 
- QB(t) 
LA&) 1 
and it has the bounded inverse (for E # 0) 
L(E)-’ = (QLJ’ (Qb-’ QB(t) J%(E)-’ 
0 LA&)-’ 1 
(remark that QL,: JlrP --+ BQ = BL, is an isomorphism with bounded 
inverse [4]). From Theorem 3.2 it follows that L( .)- ’ is an element of 
C’+ ‘(I,, 9( Yk- r, xk)). Moreover, L(0): xk + Yk has the bounded inverse 
L(o)-l = 'eLd" -(Qb-’ QB(t) C(t)-’ 1 -C(t)-’ . 
Finally, let 
H(E) = Lb-‘, 
E#O 
L(O)-‘, E = 0. 
Since (in matrix form) 
H(E) - H(0) = 
0 (Qb-’ QW&W’+ C(t)-‘) 
o 
L,(E)-’ + C(t)-’ 1 
and L*(E)-’ satisfies the properties (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.2, the fact 
that H(E) satisfies the hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 4.3 follows. 
So, we obtain the existence of Z= ( -E, E) and a unique C’- k-function 
from w x Z to JP x C#!, n,), (~1, E) H (;I:; z; $) such that x(t, a, 0) = 0, 
y( t, u, 0) = 0, and 
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or 
Q{Jqt, 4 8) -At, 46 4 E), At, 4 6)) 
-&hl(t+a,X(t,a,&)+U(t),y(t,a,&),&)}=O (5.8) 
qqt, 4 E) - stt, x(t, a, EL Y(h a, 8)) 
-&EhZ(t+a,X(t,a,E)+U(t),y(t,a,&),E)=O. (5.9) 
Then ( “,I:: “,;:I) satisfies (5.7) if and only if: 
(0 - Q,{$t, a, +fk x(t, ~1, ~1, At, a, &)I 
-&EhI(t+a,X(t,a,E)+U(t),y(t,a,E),&)}=O. (5.10) 
Let G(cl, E) be the left-hand side of (5.10); we want to look for a 
function tl= CL(E) such that a(O) = 0 and @E(E), E) = 0. We have @LX, E) E 
C’- ‘($V x Z, NQ) and 
G(a,O)=(O-Q){-f(t,O,O))=O 
for any a E ?V. Define 
G(a, E) = 
E -%(a, E), E#O 
D2G(a, O), &=O 
E C’- 2( W x Z, M-Q). 
Solving G(cc, E) = 0 is equivalent, for E ~0, to solving G(cr, E) =O; 
furthermore 
D2f3a,0)=(O-Q){D3i(t,a,0)-A(t)D3x(t,a,0) 
-B(t)D,y(t,a,O)-h,(t+a,u(t),O,O)) 
= (0 - Q){bC4 x(t, a, 011 -B(t) &At, a, 0) 
- h,(t + a, 4th 0, 0)) 
= - (0 - Q){Wt) 4 y(t, a, 0) + h,(t + a, 4th 0, 011; 
now, taking the derivative, with respect to E, of (5.9), at E =O, and using 
y(t, a, 0) = 0, one obtains D, y(t, a, 0) = -C(t)-’ h,(t + a, u(t), 0,O) and 
hence :
D2iT(a, 0) = 4, M(a) e(t). 
So, G(0, 0) = 0 and D, G(0, 0) # 0; from the Implicit Function Theorem we 
get t’he existence of a E C’- ‘(I, w) (possibly shrinking I) such that a(0) = 0 
and G(a(c), E) = 0. The first part of the theorem then follows taking 
t(t, E) =x(t-a(E), a(c), E) + u(t-a(&)), q(t, ~)=y(t-CL(E), a(E), E) (remark 
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that SUP,,~ 14(& ~)--U(t)l G IIN& 4~1, ~)lIC~+sup,ER I4-4~))--U(r)l d 
llX(G d&)2 E)ll c,: + SUPIE R 14th b(E)1 + 0, as E + 0). 
To conclude the proof we have to show that the variational system of 
(5.1) along_ (5(t, E), ~(t, E)) has an exponential dichotomy on R. 
Setting 5(f, 6) = 5(t_+ M(E), EL r?(& E) = q(t+ a(E), E), “f&h q= w-(~~~(r, E), 
rl(t,&)),f,(t,E)=DZf(~(f,&),jj(l,&)), h,,(t,&)=Dzhl(t+a(&), 5(G&),fxGE),E), 
etc., the above is equivalent to showing that the linear system 
i - [f&f, E) + Eh~<(f’ &)I 4 - [f,(t, E) + Eh,,(C &)lV = 0 
Elj - [g&t, E) + E&&t, &)I t - [g&f, E) + Ehrl(6 &)]‘I = 0 
(5.11) 
has an exponential dichotomy on both R, = [0, +co) and [w_ = (-co, 0] 
and no non-trivial bounded solutions (5, q) E Ci(R, n,) x Cj,(R, n2) [9]. 
To do this remark, first, that system (5.11) can be written in the form 
considered in [l, Eq. (3.2)]; slight modifications of the proofs of 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 in [l] show that (5.11) has an exponential dichotomy 
on IR, and Iw- (see also [7, Lemma 5.21). So, we only need to prove that 
(5.11) has no non-trivial bounded solutions in Ci( IR, n,) x CL( Iw: Q). 
Applying Q to the first equation of (5.11) we see that a solution (i) to 
(5.11) satisfies also : 
From Theorem 4.3 it follows that (5.12) has no non-trivial solutions in 
?rk = JlrP x C:(R, n2). Hence a solution to (5.12) can be written as 
5 = ti + 5,,, 4 = qO, (zi) E X,. Let us define a map 2: X, x W x I+ Y, by 
and look for solutions to 
(5.14) 
(remark that L(E)(~) = 0). From (5.13) it follows that J: X,x W x I+ Y, 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 with Y - 1 replacing r. So, there 
exists a unique solution ($$ ::{) to (5.14), which is CrP2 with respect to 9 1 
(~1, E), satisfying 
ro(t, 4 0) = 0, ?0(4 4 0) = 0. (5.15) 
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Since a solution to (5.12) satisfies (5.14) with LY = c((E), we can write 
(5.16) 
or, setting tl(r, E) = Mr, 4~)~ E), v,(f, E) = ‘I~(& 4~1, ~1, 
Q{t, - [fc(4 E)+ Eh,&t, &)l(t, + ti) + fi 
- [f&t, E) + Eh,,(r> E)] ?I > = 0 (5.17), 
EIjl - [g&t, E) + E&&t> &)I(~I + c) 
- k,(h 6) + h,(r, E)] ‘II =o. (5.17), 
The linear system (5.11) will not have (bounded) solutions in C j,( R, n 1) x 
CL(W, nz) if the map R(E) defined by 
fit&) = (0 - Q,{t, - [f&h E) + Ehg(tr &)l(t, + a) 
+ ~2 - i-f& E) +Eh~~(r, E)] ‘?I > 
is not zero for E#O. From a(O)=O, (5.15), (5.16) one has 
A(O)=(O--Q){ii--A(r)ti}=O 
and 
+ W,k u(r), O,O)l 4d -4) &X4 0) - W D,q,(t, O)} 
= - (0 - Q)(A’(r) ~z~~r, 0) + B’(r) &ij(r, O)+&h,(r, u(r), 0,O) C(r) 
+ B(r) ~,rl,(~~ 0)). (5.18) 
On the other hand, taking the derivative with respect o E, at E = 0, of 
one obtains 
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and then, taking the derivative with respect o t: 
L, ($ 2” y ] D 5(t 0) =A'(t)D~~(f,O)+B'(1)D2fj(l,O)+B(f)~D~ti(f,O) 
+D,h,(t, u(r), 0, O)+D,h,(t, u(t),O,O)ti(t). (5.19) 
Furthermore, from qI(t, 0)=0 and (5.17), one gets: 
D,q,(t, 0) = -CO-‘(C’(f) Dzr”(t, 0) + W,(f, 4th ‘A 0) W}. (5.20) 
Then, using the identity: s(d/dr) q(t, E) = g(f(& E), Q(t, E)) + +(t + E(E), 
f(t, E), q(t, E), E) we obtain D2fj(t, 0)= -C(t)-’ hz(t, u(t), 0,O) and hence 
(see also (5.20)): 
f D2Q(t,0)= C(t)-'{C'(t)C(t)-'h,(t,u(t),0,0)-D,h,(t,u(t),O,0) 
-&MC 4th 0, 0) C(t)} 
= -C(t)-' {C'(t)D,~(t,O)+D,h,(t,u(t),O,O) 
+ D,h,(f, 4th (40) a(f)} 
= D,r,(c 0) - C(f)-' D,h,(r, 4th 0, 0). (5.21) 
Finally, using (5.18), (5.19), (5.21), one has: 
f?(O)= (0 - Q){D,Mt, u(t), 0, O)- B(t) C(t)-’ D,Mt, u(t), 0, O,} 
= M’(O) # 0. 
Then P(E) # 0, for E # 0 sufficiently small, and the proof is complete. 
A remarkable situation where Theorem 5.1 applies, occurs when (b) is 
replaced by : 
(b’) the “degenerate” system 
4=m 0) 
has a heteroclinic orbit u(t) E C ;’ ‘( R, n,) joining two hyperbolic 
equilibria, say 5’ (if 5’ coincide u(t) is homoclinic); that is u(t) -+ 5 * as 
I-+ +co,andA + :=Dlf(<',O),L :=D,f(tp,O) havethesamenumber 
of eigenvalues with positive real parts (and then also negative, 5’ being 
hyperbolic). Moreover the variational system along u(t) 
t=4w, A(t) = DI f(4fh 0) 
has the unique bounded solution (up to a multiplicative constant) a(t). 
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It is easy to see that (b’) implies (b) of Theorem 5.1 and then we have the 
following: 
COROLLARY 5.2. Assume (a), (b’), and (c). Then there exist unique 
bounded solutions (5 * (t, E), q * (t, E)) to (5.1) which are C’- ’ with respect to 
E, and satisfying also: 
SUP l['(t, E)-t+( + Iq+(t,E)l +o ~2s IEl +o. (5.22) 
rclQ 
Moreover, if hi(t + T, r, q, E)= hi(t, 5, q, E) for i= 1, 2, then (r*(t, E), 
q *(t, E)) is T-periodic. 
Furthermore, if M(0) = 0 # M’(O), there exists a unique bounded solution 
(t(t&), ?j(t, E)) to (5.1), C’-* with respect to E, satisfying 
sup { Iat, E) - u(t)1 + Iv(t, &)I 1 + 0 US /El -+o (5.231, 
lEKs 
Proof: The existence of (5 *(t, E), u k (t, E)) satisfying the required 
properties can be proved either by an application of Theorem 4.3, following 
the arguments of Theorem 5.1 (the coordinate change is now x = r - 5 *, 
y = q), or by an application of known results based on the existence of a 
(local) center-manifold [3, 5, 131. The “periodic” case easily follows from 
the uniqueness of (< + (t, E), q + (t, E)). 
The second part of the corollary is Theorem 5.1, owing to (b’) =S (b), 
apart from the property (5.23),. We can write, for example, 
15(t,E)--5+(f,E)l+l~(t,E)-~+(t,E)I 
~I~(t,E)--U(t)l+l~(t)--r+l+l~+(t,E)-~+l 
+ Id& E)I + Irl+(f, E)I <s 
for t 2 t, sufficiently large and sd E,, (sulhciently small). Now, the 
variational system of (5.1) along (5 + (t, E), q + (t, E)) has an exponential 
dichotomy on IR (see also the proof of Theorem 5.1); hence (5 + (t, E), 
q ’ (t, E)) has the “saddle-point property” [6] and then (5.23h, holds. 
Remarks. (1) Both Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 have an analogue 
for singularly perturbed systems depending on several parameters, like: 
~=f(~,rl)+&hI(t,r,~,~L,&) (5.24) 
E’i = g(t, r) + E&(6 5, v, PL, E), PEE. 
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In this case, we define the Melnikov functions by: 
ww4=y Il/*(t){h,(t+cc,u(t),O,~,O) 
-cc 
-B(t) C(t)~‘h,(t+a,u(t),O,~,O)) dt. (5.25) 
If (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 5.1 (or (a), (b’), and (c) of Corollary 5.2) 
are satisfied and M(0, 0) = 0 # (8/8~) M(0, 0), the same arguments give the 
existence of /J= ~(cI, E) and of a unique bounded solution (heteroclinic 
orbit) to (5.24) with ,u=,u(LY, E) satisfying the anchor condition 
{<(a, E) - u(O)}* ri(0) = 0. This result can be related to the one given in 
[ 131 where a system like (5.24) is studied in the autonomous case, 
assuming that the degenerate system has a transverse heteroclinic orbit, 
whose index is then positive. Here, we obtain similar results for (non- 
transverse) heteroclinic orbits of index zero. Finally, remark also that, if 
the transversality condition in [ 13, Delin. 3.11 holds, one can choose Q = 0 
in the proof of our Theorem 5.1 to get the existence of bifurcating bounded 
solutions without any Melnikov type conditions. 
(2) Consider the functions M,(E) = JFm IC/*(t) h,(t + ~1, u(t), 0,O) dt 
and M,(U) = -sZm $*(t) B(t) C(t))’ h,(t+ ~1, u(t), 0,O) dt. Then M,(a) 
can be thought of as the “contribution of the regular part” of (5.1) and 
M,(a) as the “contribution of the singular part.” In fact if, for example, 
h2(f, <, 0,O) =O, then M(cc) = M,(a) is the same function one obtains 
considering the regularly perturbed system : 
The condition h2(t, 5, 0,O) = 0 is more general than the invariance of the 
“slow-manifold” (y=O} (that h Id o s if h2(t, 5, 0, E) = 0) and can be 
expressed saying that { y = 0} is O(s2)-invariant (since, setting y = 0 in the 
second equation of (5.1) we get 0 = sh2(t, 5, 0, E) = O(E’)). 
Moreover we also have M(a) = M,(a) if for example D, f(& 0) = 0. In 
these two cases we have then seen that the contribution of the singular part 
of the system is negligible for the existence of transverse heteroclinic orbits. 
As an example, consider the equation of the forced pendulum 
i1=x2 
i2 = -sin x1 +&h,(t), 
(5.26) 
where h,(t) is a sufliciently smooth, 2rc-periodic function of r E R. Assume 
we perturb singularly this equation in the following way, 
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i-,=(l+y*)[-sinx,+shi(t)] (5.27) 
-$ = J&x, 3 x2, Y) + EM& Xl 9 x2> El, 
where ye R, g(x,, x2, 0) #O, and h2(t, x,, x2, E) is 2rc-periodic in t. Then 
the Melnikov condition for existence and transversality of heteroclinic 
orbits is the same as if we do not perturb singularly Eq. (5.26), that is (see 
also [9] for the computations): 
M(a)=2 jm h,(t+cl)sechtdt. 
-co 
If h,(t)=sin t, then M(O)=O#M’(O) and (5.27) has a transverse 
heteroclinic orbit. 
APPENDIX A 
Here we show that the estimates (3.11), and (3.1 l),, hold for 
Z+(r, 0, s)=rC(sr) y+(r, (T, E)--6y+(r, 0, E) C(W). The same arguments 
work for Z-(t, 0, E) = rC(sr) p-(t, 0, E) - gy-(z, cr, E) C(.sa). 
Taking the derivatives with respect o r of z(r) = Z+(z, c, E) we see that 
z(r) satisfies the equation 
dz 
(A.1 1 
where f(r, a) := ctC’(sr) y+(r, 0, E) + C(EZ) y+(r, c, E). Now, it is obvious 
that Ilf(r, a)11 < Ke-“(‘-“), for any OBT (see (Hl)), and IlZ+(z, g, s)ll < 
&I( 1 + a) e-a(T-O), 0 < a < 6. From [ 10, Lemma 2.11 it follows that 
Z, (z, 0, E) is the unqiue bounded solution, for r 2 0, to (A. 1) satisfying 
P(E) Z+(a, (T, E) =O. This implies that Z+(z, 0, E) takes the form: 
Z+(& a, E)= s' P+(T, i, E)f(i, 0.) di- j-= y-k i, &)f(i, 0) 4. 
0 z 
Hence llZ+(s, a)\1 < KeP’(TPu), ad r, R independent of a. In the same way 
one gets that IIZ_(z, a, s)ll <ze-“‘“-‘), r <a. 
APPENDIX B 
Here we prove (3.21). Let m= 1; (3.21), reads: 
IIH(&) - H(O) - &H”‘(O)II y(c;+z, &) = O(E2). 
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From (3.17) it follows that 
CH(E) - fm)14(t) = --EN&) 
or 
= --E[H(E) -H(O)] 
i 
1 [H(O) (d(t)] +&H(‘)(O) (d(r) 
1 
II [H(E) - H(O) - ~~(‘W)l4II c; 
GE WEI 
II 
-$ Cfm) d(t)1 Ck+, = WE*) II411 c:+2 
II b 
and hence (3.21), holds for m = 1. Moreover, for any 4 E Ct+’ we have 
II Cff(‘)(&) - H”‘(O)1 $4 c; 
6 O(E) $ Cm&) d(t)1 /I II =~‘, +kf IIC~(~)--H(O)l4mc~+~ 
G WE) IIff(E) i(Ulc~+2 + MO(E) II411 c;+2 G O(E) II411 c;+2 
since we know that (3.21), holds when m =O. Now assume that (3.21), and 
(3.21 )b hold up to p > 1; we want to show that they hold for (p + 1) too. 
One has: 
[H(~)(E)-H(P)(O)-EH(~+‘)(O)] d(t) 
= --p[H(&) - H(O)] 
{ 
z [HcP- ‘)(E) - Hcp- l’(O)] ((t)} 
-PCH(E) - H(O)1 
{ 
$ CHcP- “(0) WI} 
-pH(O) 
{ 
; [Hcp--I) (E) - Hcp--l)(O) -eHcP)(0)] d(t) 
+ MO) ; CH’P’(O) d(t)1 
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= -p[H(&)-H(O)] 
i 
f [H’P-I’(&)-H’P-l’(O)] O(t)} 
-Jl[H(&)-H(O)-&H”‘(O)] 
i 
f [H(p--1) 0 ( 1 BWI} 
+ cpH(O) f H(0) 1 F & (Hcp- l’(0) d(t)) II 
-pH(O) 1 f [H(P-1) (E) - H’p- “(0) -&H(P)(O)] qqt) I 
+&H(o) d - [H(P)(O) f+qt) 
dt 
Now remark that, owing to (3.20) 
SO 
QJI [H(E) - H(O)] 
II 
-$ [HcP- l)(c)- HcP-‘j(O)] q5(t)jJJ 
4 
+ p [H(E) - H(0) - .zH”‘(O)] 5 [H’P-“(0) d(t)] 
4 
+p H(0) 
il { 
$ [Hcpp’) (E) - Hcpp “(0) - EH’“‘(O)] 4(t) 
4 
< O(E) 11 [HcPp ‘) (E)- H’P-l)(0)]&;+~+ 0(.x2) Il[H’P-‘)(0)]&.~+~ 
+ ii? I\[H’Pp’)(~)- H’P~l)(0)-~H(P)(O)]~IIC~+i < O(E~) )1&;+p+z 
+ O(E2) 11(bll =;+P+z + RO(E2) 11fjll c;+p+* d O(E2) II& c;+(P+ll+l; 
and. furthermore 
505;100/1-6 
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IIIH’~+~)(E)-~(~+~)(0)]~~)C~ 
6 (P + 1) 
II i 
H(E) f Cff(Pv&) ,I} - WO) { -$ cfww1}~~ 
4 
B (P + 1) 
II 
[H(E) - ff(O)l 
{ 
f cfwb#1}~~ 
Cf 
+ (P + 1) 
II { 
ff(O) & CffCPY&) - H’P’(o)I rn]ii 
4 
< O(E) II [ff’“‘(E)l~ll c;+2 + (p + 1)M II Cf+yE) - ff’“‘(O)l~ll c;+’ 
= O(E) IIq711c~+(“+I~+l, 
since (3.21) holds up to p. The proof is complete. 
APPENDIX C 
Here we prove Proposition 4.4. It is easily seen that Proposition 4.4 
holds if k = 1. So, we can assume k > 1. Let 1 <m d k - 1. Then gi”‘(., .): 
WxI-,5?(R*“, 9(X,-,, X,-,)) reads 
gyqlx, E)= f c,,D m ( ~){zz(&)} LP-)(DIFyi(CI, E), (a, E))}, 
WI,=0 
where c,, 2 0 and Dcp) represents the pth derivative of the bracketed term 
with respect to (a, E). Choose C,,, 2 IID’p’{ WE) > II z(w~p, 9p( y,,,+p, xmJj = 
II~‘p’(~)II W~/n+p. Xm). One has 
owing to X E C k-m(w x z, x,- k+m) and (i) of Theorem 4.3. Furthermore, 
for any m, = 0, . . . . m-l <k-2, we have 
D’“1’{H(&)} LP-l){D1&(a, E), (Lx, E))} X(k-m)(@, E) 
E c”(+f x 1, y(R2k, Xr-k)); (C.1) 
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andthefactthatk-m,-1=k-m+(m-m,-1)andm-m,-1~O.We 
have then shown that g\“‘(a, E) = Ck;‘, c, g\“‘(cc, E) fck ~ m)(~, E) satisfies 
the conclusion of Proposition 4.4. It remains to consider the term 
h(,k-“(a, E). It is easy to see that one can write: 
k-l 
h’:-“(a, E)= 1 cj k , D’P’{H(~)} D’k-Pp”{D2F(2(a, E), (a, E))} 
p=o 
k-l 
+ C c~,~D’~+‘){H(E)} D’kppp’){F(.f(a, E), (a, E))} 
p=o 
k-l 
= c ‘;,k D’P’{H(~)} D’k-p-1’{D2~(i(a, E), (a, E))} 
p=o 
k-l 
+ c ‘;-1.k D’P’{H(~)} D’kpp){F(i(a, E), (a, E))} 
p=l 
2 
+Ck~I,kD’k’{H(&)}{~(~Z(a, &), (a, E))} 
=c~,~H(E) Dkp1{D2F(:(f(a, E), (a, E))} 
k-l 
+ 1 cp,kD’P’{H(&)) D’kpP-‘)(D2~(i(a, E), (a, E))} 
p=l 
k-l 
+ 1 C;-&‘P’{H(&)) 
p=l 
x D’k-Pp’){D,~(.(32(a, E), (a, E)) i”‘(a, E)) 
2 +Ckpl,kD’k){H(e)) Ft-f(a, &), (a, &I). (C-2) 
Now, we have 
IlD’k’{W~)f &f(a, EL (a, ~))ll,-~ 
~~~ll.)z-~~,~~ll,+I~l}-f~, as 1~1 -+O (unif. resp. to a); 
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(see also (4.3)). Furthermore, for any p = 1, . . . . k - 1: 
D’P’{H(~)} DckPp- “{D,~(i(a, E), (a, E)) .?(‘)(a, E)} 
= D’p’{H(~)} D,~(i(a, E), (a, E)) i(k-P)(a, E) 
D(J’){H(E)} D(Y’{DI~(~(a,~),(a,~))}~‘k~p ‘)(a,&). (C.3) 
We now show that the first term of the right-hand side tends to zero as 
IsI + 0, while the other terms can be extended to a continuous function 
defined on VT x I. We have 
IID’P’(H(~)} D,p(.?(a, E), (a, E))i’k-P)(a, &)11,-k 
as (~1 +O (uniformly with respect o c(); 
on the other hand we know that, for 1 < q < k - p - 1 
(C.4) 
(C.5) 
(C.6) 
as a consequence we get easily 
D’P’{H(~)} D’y’(D,@(a, E), (a, E))} XckPpPq)(a, E) 
E c”(w x 1, g([W2k, x,-k)) 
for any q = 1, . . . . k-p - 1 and the second term in (C.3) can be extended to 
a continuous function on w x I. 
We still have to consider the first two terms in the right-hand side of 
(C.2). 
From H(E)EC’(I,~(Y,~k+l,X,-k)), PECk(X,Pk+lx~xz, Y,-L-+,) 
and X(LY, E)E Ck-‘(~ x I, A’-,) it follows easily: 
H(E) Dck-‘){D,F(‘(x(a, E), (a, E))} E C”(W x Z, 5?(R2(kP1), A’_,)). 
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Moreover, from (CS), (C.6), and x(cr,&)~C~~~-‘(~xZ,X,~~+~+~) we 
obtain 
The proof is complete. 
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